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1 Introduction

The submission BMGL is a pseudo-random number generator with the block cipher
Rijndael as cryptographic core. Rijndael is considered as a one-way function from the
key to the ciphertext. BMGL iterates this function and extracts a few pseudo-random
bits in each iteration using hard-core predicates. The construction uses an optimization
of earlier work on pseudo-random generators [BM86, GL89].

In this document the streamcipher BMGL was evaluated by the NESSIE tests for
streamciphers. Rijndael as cryptographic core was used with 128 bit key size and 128
bit block size. BMGL uses a (n, m)-random matrix R for constructing a m-bit output
string. The output string is used as a m-bit keytream. n equals the Rijndael block size
and is set to 128. Furthermore m is set to 40 in this test.

For all tests, the default set of parameters has been used.

2 Test Results

2.1 The Frequency Test

The frequency test splits up the bit sequence into subsequent, disjoint m-tuples of bits.
m is called the blocksize of the test. The frequencies of the occurrences of these m-tuples
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are counted and evaluated statistically. This test is performed for various values of m.

Frequency Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Number of bits generated and ignored before starting to test: 0
Number of bits used for testing: 10000000
Block size: 1
sequencelength= 10000000 blocksize= 1
block: 0 count: 4998915
block: 1 count: 5001085
chisquare = 0.470890 nu= 1
Percentage Level of Acceptance: 49.26

The test result does not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.

Frequency Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Number of bits generated and ignored before starting to test: 0
Number of bits used for testing: 10000000
Block size: 2
sequencelength= 10000000 blocksize= 2
block: 0 count: 1249595
block: 1 count: 1251148
block: 2 count: 1250180
block: 3 count: 1249077
chisquare = 1.893006 nu= 3
Percentage Level of Acceptance: 59.49

The test result does not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.

Frequency Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Number of bits generated and ignored before starting to test: 0
Number of bits used for testing: 10000000
Block size: 3
sequencelength= 10000000 blocksize= 3
block: 0 count: 417794
block: 1 count: 416466
block: 2 count: 416619
block: 3 count: 417295
block: 4 count: 416544
block: 5 count: 416809
block: 6 count: 415447
block: 7 count: 416359
chisquare = 7.981858 nu= 7
Percentage Level of Acceptance: 33.42
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The test result does not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.

Frequency Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Number of bits generated and ignored before starting to test: 0
Number of bits used for testing: 10000000
Block size: 4
sequencelength= 10000000 blocksize= 4
block: 0 count: 156445
block: 1 count: 155732
block: 2 count: 156591
block: 3 count: 156734
block: 4 count: 156405
block: 5 count: 156737
block: 6 count: 156892
block: 7 count: 156025
block: 8 count: 155656
block: 9 count: 156229
block: 10 count: 155456
block: 11 count: 156355
block: 12 count: 156026
block: 13 count: 156611
block: 14 count: 155712
block: 15 count: 156394
chisquare = 18.344218 nu= 15
Percentage Level of Acceptance: 24.50

The test result does not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.

Frequency Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Number of bits generated and ignored before starting to test: 0
Number of bits used for testing: 10000000
Block size: 5
sequencelength= 10000000 blocksize= 5
chisquare = 21.624672 nu= 31
Percentage Level of Acceptance: 89.44

The test result does not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.

Frequency Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Number of bits generated and ignored before starting to test: 0
Number of bits used for testing: 10000000
Block size: 6
sequencelength= 10000000 blocksize= 6
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chisquare = 73.297198 nu= 63
Percentage Level of Acceptance: 17.61

The test result does not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.

Frequency Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Number of bits generated and ignored before starting to test: 0
Number of bits used for testing: 10000000
Block size: 7
sequencelength= 10000000 blocksize= 7
chisquare = 143.056147 nu= 127
Percentage Level of Acceptance: 15.64

The test result does not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.

Frequency Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Number of bits generated and ignored before starting to test: 0
Number of bits used for testing: 10000000
Block size: 8
sequencelength= 10000000 blocksize= 8
chisquare = 227.223757 nu= 255
Percentage Level of Acceptance: 89.40

The test result does not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.

Frequency Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Number of bits generated and ignored before starting to test: 0
Number of bits used for testing: 10000000
Block size: 12
sequencelength= 10000000 blocksize= 12
chisquare = 3949.256347 nu= 4095
Percentage Level of Acceptance: 94.77

The test result does not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.

Frequency Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Number of bits generated and ignored before starting to test: 0
Number of bits used for testing: 10000000
Block size: 16
sequencelength= 10000000 blocksize= 16
chisquare = 66233.672397 nu= 65535
Percentage Level of Acceptance: 2.71
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The percentage level of acceptance was too low. However, since we apply a considerable
number of statistical tests, it is unavoidable that we get some results with percentage
levels of acceptance close to 100% or 0%. In this case, we repeat the test (with different
keys) to check whether the result can be reproduced. The second Frequency test with
block size 16 gave the following results:

Frequency Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Number of bits generated and ignored before starting to test: 0
Number of bits used for testing: 10000000
Block size: 16
sequencelength= 10000000 blocksize= 16
chisquare = 65161.398579 nu= 65535
Percentage Level of Acceptance: 84.90

We conclude, that the test results do not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.

2.2 The Collision Test

The collision test splits up the bit sequence into subsequent, disjoint m-tuples of bits.
The test evaluates statistically how often such m-tuples occur more than once.

Collision Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Number of bits generated and ignored before starting to test: 0
Number of bits used for testing: 10000000
Block size: 24
# of blocks: 416666 blocksize: 24 collisions: 5168

For an ideal random number generator, the probability to obtain 5168 collisions or less
is 70.1217%. So the test result does not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.

2.3 The Overlapping m-tuple Test

The overlapping m-tuple test splits up the bit sequence into m-tuples of words. Each
word contains a fixed number of bits. In the overlapping m-tuple test, the m-tuples
are not disjoint; to take the next m-tuple, an m-word-window on the original sequence
is shifted by one word. So the next m-tuple consists of m − 1 shifted words of the
previous m-tuple and one new word. Since subsequent m-tuples are not independent,
the statistical evaluation is more involved than in the case of the frequency test, but this
is handled by the test program. This test is also applied to cyclic shifts of the original
sequence.

OVERLAPPING M-TUPLE TEST for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Sequencelength = 10000000 bits Wordlength = 5 bits
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m = 2

Shift p
--------------

0 32.98%
1 25.31%
2 79.59%
3 30.24%
4 70.68%

p gives the percentage level of acceptance of the chi-square test
This percentage level gives the probability that a truly random
sequence has a chi-square value greater than the chi-square value
observed in this execution of the test.

The test result does not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.

2.4 The Gap Test

The gap test splits up the bit sequence into subsequent, disjoint m-tuples of bits. m is
called the word length of the test. The m-tuples are interpreted as binary representations
of numbers, and the lengths of gaps, where the numbers are not within a numerical range
given as a parameter of the test, are registered and evaluated statistically. The gap test
is also applied to cyclic shifts of the original sequence.

GAP TEST for

BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix

Sequencelength = 10000000 bits Wordlength = 10 bits

Length of gaps between occurences in the range 256 - 768

Ideal distribution: mean variance

1.000 2.000

Real distribution:

Shift: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

mean: 1.000 1.000 1.004 0.999 0.998 0.999 1.002 1.001 0.999 1.000

error: -0.03% -0.03% 0.37% -0.05% -0.20% -0.07% 0.18% 0.05% -0.06% -0.04%

variance: 1.990 1.996 2.016 1.994 1.994 2.001 2.012 2.005 1.988 1.995

error: -0.51% -0.18% 0.79% -0.32% -0.32% 0.05% 0.60% 0.25% -0.61% -0.24%

p= 65.83% 52.86% 12.91% 94.56% 54.37% 79.98% 30.58% 27.86% 54.43% 22.90%

p gives the percentage level of acceptance of the chi-square test

This percentage level gives the probability that a truly random

sequence has a chi-square value greater than the chi-square value

observed in this execution of the test.

The test result does not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.
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2.5 The Run Test

The run test splits up the bit sequence into subsequent, disjoint m-tuples of bits. m is
called the word length of the test. The m-tuples are interpreted as binary representations
of numbers. The lengths of subsequences of consecutive, strictly increasing numbers are
evaluated statistically.

Run Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Number of bits generated and ignored before starting to test: 0
Number of bits used for testing: 10000000
Block size: 16
Maximal run length registered individually: 5
Total of 229718 runs
114596 runs of length 1 expected: 114860.8
76827 runs of length 2 expected: 76572.7
28517 runs of length 3 expected: 28713.9
7824 runs of length 4 expected: 7656.7
1596 runs of length 5 expected: 1595.0
358 runs of length 6 or more expected: 319.0

chisquare = 11.235009 nu = 5
Percentage level of acceptance 4.69

The percentage level of acceptance is a bit low. A repetition of the test gave the
following result:

Run Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Number of bits generated and ignored before starting to test: 0
Number of bits used for testing: 10000000
Block size: 16
Maximal run length registered individually: 5
Total of 229668 runs
114537 runs of length 1 expected: 114835.8
76664 runs of length 2 expected: 76556.0
28765 runs of length 3 expected: 28707.6
7727 runs of length 4 expected: 7655.0
1645 runs of length 5 expected: 1594.7
330 runs of length 6 or more expected: 318.9

chisquare = 3.693499 nu = 5
Percentage level of acceptance 59.43

So we conclude, that the test results do not indicate a deviation from random be-
haviour.
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2.6 The Coupon Collector’s Test

The coupon collector’s test splits up the bit sequence into subsequent, disjoint m-tuples
of bits. m is called the word length of the test. In the test, the number of subsequent
m-tuples it takes until all possible 2m m-tuples have appeared, is evaluated statistically.
The coupon collector’s test is also applied to cyclic shifts of the original sequence.

COUPON COLLECTOR’S TEST for

BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix

Sequencelength = 10000000 bits Wordlength = 8 bits

Ideal distribution: mean variance

1567.8323 105979.0660

Real distribution:

The results are for cyclic shifts

Shift: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

------------------------------------------------------------------------

mean: 1571.564 1566.808 1553.879 1566.597 1555.342 1564.355 1564.131 1577.457

error: 0.24% -0.07% -0.89% -0.08% -0.80% -0.22% -0.24% 0.61%

variance: 106375 93606 107301 96568 98121 102453 114515 114990

error: 0.37% -11.67% 1.25% -8.88% -7.42% -3.33% 8.05% 8.50%

p= 48.97% 7.65% 69.96% 65.36% 69.30% 49.61% 46.40% 55.28%

p gives the percentage level of acceptance of the chi-square test

This percentage level gives the probability that a truly random

sequence has a chi-square value greater than the chi-square value

observed in this execution of the test.

The test result does not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.

2.7 The Universal Maurer Test

The universal Maurer test splits up the bit sequence into subsequent, disjoint m-tuples
of bits. m is called the blocksize of the test. The test evaluates statistically how many
m-tuples later an m-tuple re-appears in the sequence. The test result of the Maurer test
is closely related to the entropy of the bit sequence.

Maurer Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Number of bits generated and ignored before starting to test: 0
Number of bits used for testing: 1000000
Block size: 8
Initial Blocks= 10000
blocks tested (including initial blocks): 125000
Maurer Test Value: 7.183363

For an ideal random number generator, the probability to obtain a Maurer test value of
7.183363 or less is 47.41%. So the test result does not indicate a deviation from random
behaviour.
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2.8 The Poker Test

The poker test splits up the bit sequence into subsequent, disjoint m-tuples of bits. m is
called the word length of the test. The sequence of m-tuples is split up into subsequent,
disjoint k-tuples of m-tuples. The poker test evaluates statistically how many of the
m-tuples in a k-tuple are equal. The poker test is also applied to cyclic shifts of the
original sequence.

POKER TEST for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Sequencelength = 9999360 bits Wordlength = 8 bits
Elements in a k-tuple: 128
Ideal distribution: mean variance

100.8801 13.9923
Real distribution:
Shift: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

----------------------------------------------------------------
mean: 100.860 100.961 100.926 100.912 100.936 100.918 100.985 100.952
error: -0.02% 0.08% 0.05% 0.03% 0.05% 0.04% 0.10% 0.07%
variance: 14.084 14.085 14.059 14.606 14.098 13.995 13.888 13.841
error: 0.66% 0.67% 0.48% 4.39% 0.76% 0.02% -0.74% -1.08%

p= 68.17% 65.07% 47.29% 13.93% 83.18% 68.87% 7.61% 59.98%

p gives the percentage level of acceptance of the chi-square test
This percentage level gives the probability that a truly random
sequence has a chi-square value greater than the chi-square value
observed in this execution of the test.

The test result does not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.

2.9 The Fast Spectral Test

The fast spectral test applies the fast Walsh transform to the given sequence. It uses
two values derived from the transform to assess the randomness of the sequence.

Fast Spectral Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix

The results are:

The statistic D(4) = 1.840386E+00; percentage level of acceptance: 3.3%
The statistic D(6) = 1.566656E+00; percentage level of acceptance: 5.9%
This percentage level gives the probability that a truly random
sequence has a chi-square value greater than the chi-square value
observed in this execution of the test.

Both percentage levels of acceptance are a bit low. So the test was repeated and it
gave the following result:
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Fast Spectral Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix

The results are:

The statistic D(4) = -8.282595E-02; percentage level of acceptance: 53.3%
The statistic D(6) = -4.384969E-01; percentage level of acceptance: 66.9%
This percentage level gives the probability that a truly random
sequence has a chi-square value greater than the chi-square value
observed in this execution of the test.

So we conclude, that the test results do not indicate a deviation from random be-
haviour.

2.10 The Correlation Test

The correlation test determines in how many places the original sequence and the se-
quence shifted by n bits have the same value. This is done for all shifts n up to the
length of the original sequence. To support the interpretation of the results, for each
shift the probability for a sequence of random, independent, and uniformly distributed
bits to have this number or less coincidences with its shifted copy is determined. Only
values where these probabilities are close to 0 or 1 are printed. The print level is the
maximal deviation from 0 or 1 for these probabilities in order to be printed.

Correlation Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Number of bits generated and ignored before starting to test: 0
Number of bits used for testing: 1000000
Printlevel: 0.000010
shift:0 equal: 1000000 probability: 1.0000000 0e+00
shift:19470 equal: 502142 probability: 0.9999909 9e-06
shift:129078 equal: 497524 probability: 0.0000004 4e-07
shift:305854 equal: 497845 probability: 0.0000082 8e-06
shift:317923 equal: 502464 probability: 0.9999996 4e-07
shift:393340 equal: 497670 probability: 0.0000016 2e-06
shift:434646 equal: 497654 probability: 0.0000014 1e-06
shift:641256 equal: 497702 probability: 0.0000022 2e-06
shift:663413 equal: 502211 probability: 0.9999951 5e-06
shift:669092 equal: 497806 probability: 0.0000058 6e-06
shift:772528 equal: 497794 probability: 0.0000051 5e-06

The test result does not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.

2.11 The Rank Test

In the rank test, the bits of the sequence to test are used to fill square matrices. The bits
are treated as elements of the field GF(2), and the ranks of the matrices are evaluated
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statistically.

Rank test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Number of bits generated and ignored before starting to test: 0
Number of bits used for testing: 10000000
Order of the matrix: 16
Number of ranks counted individually: 3
11325 matrices with rank 16, expected: 11280.8
22490 matrices with rank 15, expected: 22561.3
5036 matrices with rank 14, expected: 5013.5
211 matrices with rank 13 or less, expected: 206.4

chisquare = 0.600258 nu = 3
Percentage level of acceptance 89.64

The test result does not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.

2.12 The Linear Complexity Test

The linear complexity test uses the Berlekamp Massey algorithm to determine the length
of the shortest linear feedback shift register which can produce the given bit sequence.
For the linear complexity profile, this is done for the first 1, 2, 3, ... bits of the sequence.
Some properties of this profile are evaluated.

Linear Complexity Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix

-------------------- Final results ------------------

N= 100000 L= 49999 X= 5

N is the number of input bits.

L is the linear complexity.

X-1 is the number of bits which has been treated since
the last change of linear complexity.

------------------------- End -----------------------
The linear complexity profile:

Jumps in the linear complexity profile:

ssl = 99999.000 ssqsl = 498313.000
msl = 4.005 varsl = 3.917
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ssh = 49999.000 ssqsh = 149271.000
msh = 2.003 varsh = 1.968

ssl is the sum of the sl’s
ssqsl is the sum of the squares of the sl’s
msl is the mean of the sl’s
varsl is the variance of the sl’s
The number of jumps used in the calculation of msl and varsl is: 24968

ssh is the sum of the sh’s
ssqsh is the sum of the squares of the sh’s
msh is the mean of the sh’s
varsh is the variance of the sh’s
The number of jumps used in the calculation of msh and varsh is: 24967

maximal step-height 12.000000

sl is the steplength
sh is the stepheight
nj is the number of jumps

The test result does not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.

2.13 The Maximum Order Complexity Test

The maximum order complexity test determines the length of the shortest possibly non-
linear feedback shift register which can produce the given bit sequence. For the MOC
profile, this is done for the first 1, 2, 3, bits of the sequence. The changes in this profile
are studied.

Maximum Order Complexity (MOC) Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix

The changes in the MOC profile:
3 2 ( 3.17)
6 3 ( 5.17)
10 4 ( 6.64)
12 5 ( 7.17)
20 6 ( 8.64)
30 8 ( 9.81)
62 10 (11.91)
85 17 (12.82)
936 20 (19.74)
1498 24 (21.10)

15753 26 (27.89)
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17680 28 (28.22)
36899 33 (30.34)
102733 35 (33.30)
384084 36 (37.10)
385140 37 (37.11)
755124 38 (39.05)

The number of inputcharacters: 1000000
The number of nodes: 1999957
The number of edges: 2754310

The MOC is: 38

For an ideal random number generator, the probability to obtain a MOC of 38 or less is
40.78%. So the test result does not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.

2.14 The Ziv Lempel Complexity Test

The Ziv Lempel complexity test measures how well a bit sequence can be reconstructed
from earlier parts of the bit sequence.

BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
1000000 input bits of the input file have been handled.
The Ziv Lempel complexity equals 50763.
((1000000 / log2(1000000)) = 50171.665944)

A sequence of length n is considered to be a good pseudo-random
sequence if its Ziv Lempel complexity is greater than n/log2(n).

The maximum length of a component in the history equals 37.
(log2(1000000) = 19.931569)

For an ideal random number generator, the probability to have a Ziv Lempel complexity
of 50763 or lower is 21.19%. So the test result does not indicate a deviation from random
behaviour.

2.15 The Dyadic Complexity Test

The NESSIE dyadic complexity test is an implemenation of the complexity measure
suggested by Goretzky and Klapper ([KG97]) for sequences of bits. This measure is
cryptologically relevant because feedback shift registers with carry, also described in
[KG97], have low dyadic complexity. The tool is documented in the NESSIE document
[Dic01].
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2-adic Complexity Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Number of bits generated and ignored before starting to test: 0
Number of bits used for testing: 10000
sequencelength= 10000
2-adic complexity= 5000.06223

For an ideal random number generator, the probability to obtain a dyadic complexity
of 5000.06223 or less is 76.31%. So the test result does not indicate a deviation from
random behaviour.

2.16 The Percolation Test

The NESSIE percolation test is the simulation of a forest fire. The bit sequence to be
tested determines where trees are standing in the simulated forest. The test evaluates
statistically how fast a fire propagates in the simulated forest. The documentation of
the test can be found in the NESSIE document [Sch00].

PERCOLATION TEST for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix

Dimensions of the forest lattice: 3
Size in dimension 1: 100
Size in dimension 2: 100
Size in dimension 3: 100
Forest fire executed in a triangular lattice.
Probability for lighting the reachable neighbours (in percent): 100

Result(s) of the single fitting in of 1 forest fire(s):
Percentage level(s) of acceptance:
5.61%

The test result is not quite good, so it was repeated. It gave the following result:

PERCOLATION TEST for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix

Dimensions of the forest lattice: 3
Size in dimension 1: 100
Size in dimension 2: 100
Size in dimension 3: 100
Forest fire executed in a triangular lattice.
Probability for lighting the reachable neighbours (in percent): 100

Result(s) of the single fitting in of 1 forest fire(s):
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Percentage level(s) of acceptance:
56.49%

So the test results do not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.

2.17 The Constant Runs Test

For the constant runs test, the sequence of bits is subdivided into maximal subsequences
of consecutive bits with the same value. The frequencies of these runs of the various
lengths are evaluated statistically. The tool is documented in the NESSIE document
[Ser01].

Constant Runs Test for
BMGL with (128,40)-bit random matrix
Number of bits generated and ignored before starting to test: 0
Number of bits used for testing: 10000000
Maximal run length registered individually: 15
Total of 2499569 0-runs
1250034 0-runs of length 1 expected: 1249784.5
624575 0-runs of length 2 expected: 624892.2
311953 0-runs of length 3 expected: 312446.1
156218 0-runs of length 4 expected: 156223.1
78255 0-runs of length 5 expected: 78111.5
39345 0-runs of length 6 expected: 39055.8
19568 0-runs of length 7 expected: 19527.9
9720 0-runs of length 8 expected: 9763.9
4947 0-runs of length 9 expected: 4882.0
2490 0-runs of length 10 expected: 2441.0
1228 0-runs of length 11 expected: 1220.5
591 0-runs of length 12 expected: 610.2
315 0-runs of length 13 expected: 305.1
178 0-runs of length 14 expected: 152.6
73 0-runs of length 15 expected: 76.3
79 0-runs of length >=16 expected: 76.3

Total of 2499569 1-runs
1249798 1-runs of length 1 expected: 1249784.5
625317 1-runs of length 2 expected: 624892.2
311963 1-runs of length 3 expected: 312446.1
156307 1-runs of length 4 expected: 156223.1
77978 1-runs of length 5 expected: 78111.5
39129 1-runs of length 6 expected: 39055.8
19437 1-runs of length 7 expected: 19527.9
9830 1-runs of length 8 expected: 9763.9
4908 1-runs of length 9 expected: 4882.0
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2475 1-runs of length 10 expected: 2441.0
1233 1-runs of length 11 expected: 1220.5
560 1-runs of length 12 expected: 610.2
341 1-runs of length 13 expected: 305.1
145 1-runs of length 14 expected: 152.6
74 1-runs of length 15 expected: 76.3
74 1-runs of length >=16 expected: 76.3

Chi square value = 22.902197 Number of degrees of freedom = 30
Percentage level of acceptance: 81.93 %

The test result does not indicate a deviation from random behaviour.

3 Conclusion

The statistical test results for the NESSIE submission BMGL do not indicate a deviation
from random behaviour.
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